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MACQUARIE 
University 

15th December 2017 

Ms Sarah Hill 
Chief Executive Officer 
Greater Sydney Commission 
PO Box 257 
Parramatta NSW 2124 

SUBMISSION TO GREATER SYDNEY COMMISSION (GSC)
REVISED DRAFT NORTH DISTRICT PLAN 

A METROPOLIS OF THREE CITIES - DRAFT GREATER SYDNEY REGION PLAN REVISED 
DRAFT NORTH DISTRICT PLAN 

This submission has been prepared by Macquarie University (MQU) in collaboration with the 
Macquarie Park Innovation District (MPID) in response to the Revised Draft North District Plan and 
the Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan released by the GSC in October 2017. 

As per our previous submission on the initial draft North District Plan in March 2017, our focus is on 
the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre I Health & Education Precinct, where the University's main 
cam pus is located. 

Macquarie University and its partners within the Strategic Centre (including the MPID) again 
congratulate the GSC on the preparation of the revised draft District Plans and the draft Greater 
Sydney Region Plan. 

We reiterate our support a range of positive initiatives which seek to drive a more productive, liveable 
and sustainable Greater Sydney, and an environment which supports strong economic growth, a 30-
Minute City and smart jobs, as envisaged in the exhibited documents. 

A significant element of achieving strong economic growth, a 30-Minute City and smart jobs is a 
highly effective transport strategy that delivers early, durable, and flexible transport outcome for areas 
identified for significant growth, such as Macquarie Park. To that end we also provide commentary 
around the draft Future Transport Strategy 2056, also presently on exhibition, and its application and 
alignment with the draft Plans. 

We are particularly encouraged by statements in the revised draft North District Plan which continue 
their support smart jobs creation at Macquarie Park and the preparation of a specific economic 
development strategy for The Eastern Harbour City, within which the Strategic Centre sits, although 
this now appears to not be as strongly reinforced in this round of planning. 

The further identification of the Strategic Centre I Health & Education Precinct as a Collaboration Area 
to maximise opportunities for the sustainable growth and economic prosperity of the centre is also 
welcomed, including the consideration of all the necessary infrastructure and ingredients required to 
develop a thriving innovation ecosystem and bring investment and human capital. Our preference 
would however be to see the Strategic Centre nominated as Priority Collaboration Area. 

In this submission we maintain and reinforce our strong desire to ensure long-term and robust 
economic and jobs growth objectives under previous strategic planning regimes and current District 
Plan and Greater Sydney's Regional Plan formats are upheld, reinforced, and converted. 
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This ensures the long-term viability, vitality, and sustainable contribution Macquarie Park makes to the 
Gross Domestic Product of Australia, Gross State Product of NSW, and the overall productivity of 
Greater Sydney as a global city is appropriately realised. 

The city-shaping transformation of the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre from a high-performing 
premier suburban business park to a high amenity and specialised CBD in its own right with 
innovative employment generating and well-linked industries at its core is strengthened by our shared 
vision and alignment. 

However, to achieve this a sustained effort and support will be needed through a consistent message 
and alignment between the GSC's plans (something which is in part lacking); a robust governance 
model; and collaborative partnerships both within and between industry and Government. The further 
untapped potential within the Strategic Centre to stimulate added economic and jobs growth must be 
carefully planned for and delivered with a flexible, responsive and integrated planning regime that 
removes or controls barriers and risks to growth. Some key issues identified in our March 2017 
submission have yet to be incorporated to their fullest. 

Overall, the revised Draft North District Plan should provide MQU I MPID with sufficient confidence 
that its vision and objectives are aligned with the GSC's. The important consideration however is that 
there may not be the same shared alignment between the OPE and the GSC. Whilst the draft Plans 
by the GSC are to inform future planning, these are not Government policy per se. Pre-existing and 
current OPE plans for Macquarie Park are more aligned to recently completed planning processes 
prioritising housing growth and choice. The draft Plans are therefore a confusing amalgam of recent 
and current planning by OPE and that of long-term planning visions and objectives by the GSC, 
sometimes misaligned. 

This relationship must be clarified as part of the Collaboration Area exercise, which also needs to be 
clarified in the Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan relative to the position taken in the Revised Draft 
District Plan. 

The prioritisation of this should also be clarified, .given current and ongoing Planning Proposals to 
further rezone land in the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre and the development industry seeing 
enhanced and timely opportunities to get in ahead of finalisation of the Plans whilst there is flux and 
prevailing strong messages about further housing capacity in Macquarie Park. 

The inconsistencies across the draft Plans need to be rectified to ensure clarity and appropriate 
messages about growth and compatible land uses. In the context of spot-rezonings for residential or 
mixed uses being prepared now, this is acutely critical. 

It is also unclear if the GSC is assuming the conservation and protection of industrially-zoned land in 
the Strategic Centre is intended to aid the development of the innovation ecosystem. The protection 
of the remaining commercial core in the same manner would further enhance this intent. 

Refined detail in the draft Plans must be included to' ensure appropriate clarity about what has already 
been won and secured (in terms of housing) but what is yet to be secured in terms of innovation 
ecosystem development to support jobs and reputational growth. 

Accordingly, our main concern remains the potential for short-term decision-making to enable 
additional mixed use or residential development into the Strategic Centre without clear direction from 
Government or the proposed applicable planning regime. Further dilution or fragmentation of the 
commercial core in the short-term may hinder the achievement of this shared vision. 

This submission makes specific recommendations for key next steps to ensure the ongoing success 
of the Strategic Centre. 
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We look forward to working with you into the future to ensure our shared objectives may be 
successfully met. Please don't hesitate to contact me on  

 

Director of Property 
Macquarie University 
{and on behalf of MPID) 

CC: Professor Bruce Dowton, Vice-Chancellor and President, Macquarie University 
Paul Hogan, Executive Director, Corporate Engagement, Macquarie University 
Corporate Members MPID 

Attached: 
Submission to GSC - Revised Draft North District Plan and Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan (December 2017) 
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1.0 Introduction and Background 

This submission has been prepared by Macquarie University (MQU) in collaboration with the 

Macquarie Park Innovation District (MPID) in response to the Revised Draft North District Plan and 

the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan released by the Greater Sydney Commission in October 

2017. We have also considered the Draft Future Transport Strategy 2056, also currently on exhibition 

and as released by the NSW Government. 

The submission focuses particularly on the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre (Strategic Centre) where 

the University's main campus is located. 

The submission builds upon the March 2017 submission made in response to the Draft North District 

Plan. This submission should be read in conjunction with that submission, noting however that the key 

issues and recommendations are reiterated where relevant and required in this submission. 

Support for the revised and draft Plans 

Overall, MQU supports the release of these revised and draft Plans and their overall Vision, and their 

Directions, Objectives and Planning Priorities. 

We are encouraged by a range of positive statements and proposed actions within the revised and 

draft Plans that seek to reinforce the existing attributes and further potential of the Macquarie Park 

Strategic Centre. 

These include, with relevance to the MQU/MPID and the Strategic Centre: 

• The concept of the 30-Minute City and improved accessibility generally; 

• Improved places, enhanced liveability, and quality urban design and amenity outcomes; 

• Targeted approach to strategic planning and high levels of collaboration to ensure all key 

stakeholders from Government, industry, and the community can facilitate change and enable 

implementation of the desired outcomes; 

• Prioritisation of infrastructure to support growth; 

• Jobs growth, diversity in jobs, and the further strengthening of Sydney’s status as a Global 

City; 

• Investment in economic growth in Strategic Centres;  

• Development of internationally competitive health and education and innovation precincts in 

Greater Sydney; and 

• Strengthening of Macquarie Park through a range of identified actions under Planning Priority 

N9 of the revised draft North District Plan. 

Accordingly, review of the revised draft District Plan has revealed a high degree of alignment and a 

shared vision of both the GSC and the MQU/MPID. This is particularly true in seeking sustainable 

economic growth within the Strategic Centre that is founded on the ongoing evolution and city-

shaping transformation of Macquarie Park from its conception as a car-based suburban business park 

with a light industrial base, and latterly a high-performing commercial centre, to a CBD in its own right. 

This includes its growth as a specialist commercial centre with an innovation and health & education 

focus and with a high amenity and range of services for its employment base. 

To that end, we are particularly encouraged by statements in the revised draft North District Plan 

which support smart jobs creation and enhancement of productivity at Macquarie Park,  as well as the 

identification of the Strategic Centre as a Collaboration Area to maximise opportunities for the 

sustainable growth and economic prosperity of the centre. Our strong preference would however be 

that the Strategic Centre be a Priority Collaboration Area, due to possible short-term threats to 

successful and managed jobs growth aligned to the objective of growing its internationally competitive 

health and education and innovation precinct credentials. 
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Some degree of possible confusion still remains as to what the GSC (and the DPE) view to the short 

and long-term land use objectives for the Strategic Centre should be. Clarity is fundamental to 

ensuring the Strategic Centre is suitably planned for and that development consistent with the long-

term vision and objectives as set out in the revised and draft Plans ensues. 

Key issues remain 

Our March 2017 submission raised a number of challenges, risks or impediments to growth of the 

Strategic Centre and made specific recommendations. Some of these risks and impediments remain 

and require resolution through improved clarity and definition to allow for progressive certainty and to 

enable long-term growth objectives to be realised. 

The prevailing strategic and statutory planning regimes have supported the growth of the Strategic 

Centre to its current level and place within Sydney’s commercial and employment hierarchy. The key 

to this has been ‘protection’ of the commercial core of the Macquarie Park through local planning 

controls preventing new residential development or limiting non-commercial development in that core.  

Further reinforcement has come through successive State Government metropolitan plans for Sydney 

and the emphasis for growth of the Sydney (Economic) Global Arc, within which the Strategic Centre 

and MQU/MPID sit. The current revised draft North District Plan and the draft Greater Sydney Region 

Plan broadly continue this objective. 

Recent Priority Precinct planning by the DPE and gazettal of new zoning and land use and 

development controls has in part reinforced the above, but has also introduced new and additional 

residential uses into the Strategic Centre leading to a fragmentation and partial dilution and reduction 

in available land for further commercial growth. 

Whilst this has had the sound and beneficial purpose of providing much-needed higher density 

housing (and recycling of older housing stock) close to transport, jobs and services, it has 

nonetheless provided a strong precedent for ongoing residential rezoning and development within the 

Strategic Centre, which if not carefully considered (or managed) may have unintended consequences 

upon further positive jobs growth within the Macquarie Park, aligned to innovative industries, and 

health and education sectors. 

Planning for the Strategic Centre must consider these recent rezonings and recognise this already 

significant contribution to the District’s housing targets. In this context, the District Plan must also 

consider the Strategic Centre as a whole, rather than just its remaining commercial core land. Further, 

fringe locations outside of the Strategic Centre are also appropriately placed to further assist in the 

provision of housing to support housing targets and the 30-minute city concept, especially with current 

and foreshadowed transport improvements, such as the recently announced State and 

Commonwealth-funded Macquarie Park transport interchange at Herring Road.  

There is also no doubt that improvements are required within the Strategic Centre to stimulate further 

economic growth. This includes enhancing the amenity and accessibility within the Centre with a finer-

grained urban design outcome that will work hand-in-hand with its transformation to a CBD. Increased 

and improved community and business services and amenities are also required. This will come with 

critical mass and reputation-building. 

Fundamentally, additional competing land uses would have the potential to undermine or hinder 

reputation, perception and character of the Strategic Centre – see Chatswood as a pertinent example. 

The finalised District Plan must be clear in its outcomes for Macquarie Park Strategic Centre and this 

must be consistent across both the District and Region Plans. This is something which is lacking at 

this point. 
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2.0 Key Observations and Issues 

Under the current revised and draft Plans, the key issues for MQU/MPID remain or include: 

• Clarity of the Strategic Centre’s role and outcomes. It is variously described as a 

‘Strategic Centre’, ‘Health and Education Precinct’, ‘Biotechnology Cluster’, ‘an urban 

renewal area’, a ‘preferred housing location’, and ‘a main employment and knowledge 

node, with a focus on the commercial / office market’.  
 

• Macquarie Park (unlike other Centres) has however not been identified as: 

o An innovation hub or innovation ecosystem;  

o A priority Collaboration Area; nor 

o A priority for enhanced delivery of its economic productivity growth potential.  
 

The identified focus of innovation activities is in other locations across Greater Sydney, 

some less mature in their evolution than the MPID, and arguably under lesser threat of 

competing land uses. The focus of economic productivity and growth is on a number of 

locations in the east and west of Greater Sydney, but not explicitly on Macquarie Park in 

the range of Objectives and Actions under the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan. The 

revised draft District Plan does however identify this and therefore appropriate 

consistency is required. 
 

We acknowledge that a redistribution of jobs, and smart jobs is a worthy aim for the wider 

Greater Sydney Region, however, appropriate further support should be provided for this 

well-established Strategic Centre across both draft Plans. 
 

• The reference in the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan to Macquarie Park also being a 

Priority Precinct managed by the DPE would tend to suggest that the focus again / still is 

in housing targets rather than any re-balancing of jobs and innovation sector growth at 

this point. As implied in the draft Plan, the DPE’s prevailing planning focus would have 

primacy over GSC visions or objectives, and operate as Government policy – particularly 

in the short-term when the seeds for long-term economic success and growth for the 

Strategic Centre should be planted. 
 

• Whilst Macquarie Park is identified as one of many health and education precincts and 

the draft and revised Plans also recognised the role health and education precincts play 

in creation of Innovation Districts, Macquarie Park has not been suitably recognised as a 

precinct already established, growing, and in need of further regulatory support to 

continue to grow as an Innovation District. This omission seems to be founded on the 

focus of these precincts as being driven by public hospital investment, and not investment 

by universities, their research and development partners, and affiliated industries. This 

needs to be clarified and rectified. 
 

• Macquarie Park is more often identified as a commercial office location, preferred housing 

location (based on the Priority Precinct), and an area where existing industrially-zoned 

land should be protected and managed. The draft Greater Sydney Region Plan appears 

to be highly reflective of pre-existing planning (whether Priority Precincts, Metro transport 

upgrades) for the Strategic Centre, rather than articulating the desired outcomes to be 

achieved in the next 40 years.  
 

• Competing land uses which may undermine or hinder reputation, perception and 

character of the Strategic Centre as an Innovation Ecosystem and Innovation District are 

actively promoted as important land uses for Macquarie Park. This is because the Centre 

is still nominated as a key priority location for more housing, particularly by the draft 

Greater Sydney Region Plan. 
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• Further recognition and prioritisation of Macquarie Park through conformation of its status 

as a priority Collaboration Area appears relevant and necessary. The two draft Plans 

articulate Macquarie Park in differing terms as set out earlier in this submission. 

Consistency would further assist in planning decision-making, particularly in the short-

term with respect to Planning Proposals for spot-rezoning for new residential and mixed-

use developments before the Local Strategic Planning Statements can be prepared and 

new LEP can be completed and come into force. 
 

The inconsistencies across the draft Plans needs to be rectified to ensure clarity and 

appropriate messages about growth and compatible land uses. In the context of spot-

rezonings for residential or mixed uses being prepared now, this is acutely critical. 
 

• As suggested above, a stronger commitment to future planning would be fundamental to 

ensuring economic growth commensurate with smart jobs and innovation objectives. The 

precautionary approach to industrial lands should equally if not more strongly apply to the 

commercial core zoning of Macquarie Park in the short-term to prevent further reduction 

of available employment land and potential dilution of reputation and competitiveness. 
 

• Inconsistencies between the draft Plans – whilst the revised draft North District Plan 

makes it clear that Macquarie Park is an Innovation District in evolution and to that end a 

nominated Collaboration Area to facilitate further growth, under the draft Greater Sydney 

Region Plan it is not afforded any corresponding status.  
 

• The preparation of an Economic Development Strategy appears to have been completely 

removed from the plans as being relevant to Macquarie Park or the Eastern Harbour City. 

The preparation of this Strategy would be fundamental to understanding the current and 

desired future role for Macquarie Park and determining key threats to its success. 

Completion of the Strategy would further guide planning processes and decision-making 

about appropriate outcomes, particularly in the interim and short-term, and in 

appropriately informing the preparation of the Local Strategic Planning Statements and 

subsequent LEP. 
 

• A key objective of both the revised Draft North District Plan and the draft Greater Sydney 

Region Plan is a well-connected city though the 30-Minute City concept and other 

initiatives espoused in the Draft Future Transport Strategy 2056. In the same manner that 

key growth locations are identified in the draft Plans, a similar approach should also be 

taken for required transport improvements for those growth locations. The draft Plans 

(and Draft Future Transport Strategy 2056) do not appear to provide sufficient detail to 

align growth targets with the need to provide adequate transport connections and 

infrastructure to enable growth and accessibility be concurrently achieved.  
 

The identified committed and funded projects over the next 10 years appear to be current 

projects with detail at a macro-level only. Similarly, identified unfunded and uncommitted 

transport improvements again only appear at the macro-level. As a key Strategic Centre 

targeted for further growth, Macquarie Park’s transport improvements should be 

considered at a more detailed level. Its status warrants further consideration and 

documented commitment in the draft Plan consistent with that of the announcement of 

recent State and Commonwealth funding for the Macquarie Park transport interchange at 

Herring Road.  
 

• To achieve the shared vision and deliver upon and convert the priorities of the District 

Plan, a sustained effort and support will be needed through a robust governance model 

and collaborative partnerships both within and between industry and Government. A 

regular monitoring / reporting mechanism to gauge progress is also strongly encouraged.  
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3.0 Requested Outcomes & Recommendations 

In light of the GSC’s and MQU/MPID’s shared vision and objectives, and the likely risks to envisaged 

and sustained economic growth, the following provides a summary of the key requested outcomes 

and recommendations towards the finalisation of the North District Plan and the Greater Sydney 

Region Plan: 
 

• Consistency across both the District and Region Plans about the Vision, Directions, 

Objectives, and Planning Priorities for Macquarie Park, and corresponding text, graphics and 

statements about its land use priorities and role. This must be forward looking and not 

reflective of already completed planning processes currently being delivered. 
 

• A hold on further residential or mixed use development within the Strategic Centre until an 

Economic Development Strategy has been prepared for the Eastern Harbour City, including 

establishing Macquarie Park’s role in intensification of health, education, innovation, and 

associated industries. This supports the revised draft North District Plan’s objective of 

maintaining a high quality commercial core (to) allow continued growth of the precinct as a 

major employment hub. This also supports the Key Actions (under Planning Priority N9 and 

Action 29) to Strengthen Macquarie Park through approaches that:  

o enable additional capacity for commercial floor space and maintain a commercial 

core  

o improve urban amenity as the centre transitions from business park to a vibrant 

commercial centre, including reducing the impact of vehicle movements on 

pedestrian and cyclist accessibility  

o deliver a finer grain road network to enhance pedestrian connections and provide 

new access points  

o promote design excellence in urban design by upgrading public areas  

o deliver an innovation ecosystem in Macquarie Park, capitalising on the relationship 

with Macquarie University and nearby high-tech and medical corporations  

o improve public transport connections to Parramatta and the District’s other strategic 

centres, including the Northern Beaches Hospital. 
 

• By addressing the above and limiting potential threats to, and dilution of, the commercial core, 

the successful facilitation of Macquarie Park into a stronger health and education precinct 

under Action 25 of Planning Priority N9 is more likely though: 

o creating the conditions for the continued co-location of health and education facilities, 

and services to support the precinct and growth of the precincts; and 

o attracting associated businesses, industries and commercialisation of research.  
 

• Similarly, a hold on further residential and mixed use development will enable the timely 

consideration of Actions 51 and 54 of Planning Priority N13 with respect to targeted industry 

sectors in the North District, namely: 

o Consider the barriers to the growth of internationally competitive trade sectors, 

including engaging with industry and assessing regulatory barriers; and 

o Provide a regulatory environment which enables economic opportunities created by 

changing technologies. 
 

• Protection of the remaining commercial core through a similar and articulated statement as 

per Planning Priority N11 – Protecting and managing industrial and urban services land.  
 

• Nomination of Macquarie Park as a priority Collaboration Area, to ensure appropriate status 

of the Strategic Centre, facilitation of appropriate short-term decision-making on spot-

rezonings before the preparation of the Local Strategic Planning Statements and the new LEP 
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coming into force, and co-ordinated strategic and statutory planning for durable provisions 

supportive of the Planning Priorities for Macquarie Park. 

 

• Identification of required short, mid and long-term transport improvements for Macquarie Park 

and the staging/timing of those improvements ahead of growth, in order to align with the scale 

and nature of growth targeted. The transport improvements should be included in both the 

final versions of the North District Plan and the Greater Sydney Region Plan and where 

possible the likely funding arrangements articulated. The announcement of recent State and 

Commonwealth funding for the Macquarie Park transport interchange at Herring Road is a 

relevant project that could be included in the final versions of the North District Plan and the 

Greater Sydney Region Plan. 
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4.0 Conclusion 

MQU/MPID congratulates the GSC on the preparation of the revised Draft North District Plan and the 

draft Greater Sydney Region Plan. We support a range of positive initiatives which seek to drive a 

more productive, liveable and sustainable Greater Sydney, and an environment which supports strong 

economic growth, a 30-Minute City and smart jobs, as envisaged in the exhibited documents.  

The further identification of the Strategic Centre / Health & Education Precinct as a Collaboration Area 

to maximise opportunities for the sustainable growth and economic prosperity of the centre is also 

welcomed, including the consideration of all the necessary infrastructure and ingredients required to 

develop a thriving innovation ecosystem and bring investment and human capital. Our strong 

preference would however be to see the Strategic Centre nominated as Priority Collaboration Area. 

The prioritisation of this should also be clarified, given current and ongoing Planning Proposals to 

further rezone land in the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre and the development industry seeing 

enhanced and timely opportunities to get in ahead of finalisation of the Plans whilst there is flux and 

prevailing strong messages about further housing capacity in Macquarie Park.   

The inconsistencies across the draft Plans need to be rectified to ensure clarity and appropriate 

messages about growth and compatible land uses. In the context of spot-rezonings for residential or 

mixed uses being prepared now, this is acutely critical.   

Our requested outcomes and recommendations as set out in this submission will ensure the overall 

Vision, Directions, Objectives and Planning Priorities of the Plans will be achieved through their later 

translation and conversation into the Local Strategic Planning Statements and the new LEP. 
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